Judge Kavanaugh - Revisiting the Senate Hearings
(A short discussion by "Anonymous", First Released 06.June.2021)
(Disclaimer: This is a political writing, protected under the First
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, and was not written for the purpose
of inciting violence, or encouraging any other criminal behavior.)

Let's revisit those painful days of the Kavanaugh Senate Hearings, shall we?
During a four‐day hearing, from 5th through 7th September, 2018, Judge
Kavanaugh was insulted and abused by a Senate committee during his
confirmation hearings.
Several days later, it was revealed that Christine Blasey Ford had written a
letter to Senator Dianne Feinstein in July accusing Kavanaugh of sexual assault

while they were both in high school in 1982. The Committee postponed its
vote and invited both Kavanaugh and Blasey Ford to appear at public hearing.
Both Kavanaugh and Blasey Ford testified before the Committee on
September 27; the following day the nomination was forwarded to the full
Senate on an 11 to 10 vote. Then, on October 6, 2018, following a
supplemental FBI investigation into the allegations, the Senate voted 50–48 to
confirm Kavanaugh's nomination to the Supreme Court.
In hindsight, the question posed is ‐
"How Complex was the Judge Kavanaugh scam, conducted by Senator
Feinstein, Dr. Ford, and their shadowy handlers?"
Means, Motive, and Opportunity ‐ ‐ There are two possible scenarios of how
the scam evolved ‐ ‐
Scenario #1 ‐ ‐ General Liberal Silliness ‐ ‐ In this scenario, Dr. Ford was
already anti‐Trump, and I'm sure that she realized the impact of the #MeToo
movement, (for which there is no defense) and perhaps on her own, she
simply performed a little "creative writing", and wrote a letter, which ended
up in the hands of Feinstein. In this scenario, Dr. Ford probably did not realize
how badly the Democrats would use her, and she probably did not realize that
"normal people" would seek real verifiable evidence and corroboration from
believable witnesses.
When the simplicity of Dr. Ford's initial letter suddenly became a complex
circus, we suspect that Dr. Ford had a sure enough "Oh Shit" moment, and
various Democrats, (including Feinstein's office) stepped in, and quickly
provided two handlers, Michael Bromwich and Debra Katz. The handlers
created every lie, including data from a non‐existent polygraph test, and
references to a psychotherapist, etc., etc., and the rest is history.
Scenario #2 ‐ ‐ A Deeper and Pervasive Conspiracy ‐ ‐ In this alternate
scenario, a well‐funded cabal of Democrat conspirators likely developed their
"war plans" strategy beginning on 17‐November‐2017, when a list of
prospective Supreme Court nominees was released to the public by the White
House.

Firstly, the Democrat conspirators likely had access to big money, they had
clear objectives, and the possible methods were not too difficult. Someone,
like the FBI, should have taken a real hard look at the money trail from the
usual suspects, including George Soros, and the Clinton Foundation. Their
objectives were obvious: To resist any confirmation of a Trump nominee to
SCOTUS. So far, in the "Option #2", it's all politics as usual. But what of their
methods? This is actually easy to imagine, and it goes like this ‐ ‐
(a.) The well‐funded Democrat conspirators would have employed
professional investigators, tasked with researching every possible nominee on
the Trump's nominee list of 17‐November‐2017. Using that background data,
and using Kavanaugh as the example, the investigators would have tried to
identify just about every person in Kavanaugh's life, who may have known
him in any way, in school, college, and during his professional career.
This stage of the scam involved gathering publicly available data, and was
probably not illegal. The objective would be to recruit any friendly ally, who
may have known Bret Kavanaugh in any capacity. Dr. Ford's name could have
come up in this search, simply as someone who attended Georgetown Prep
during some of the same years that Bret Kavanaugh attended.
(b.) Next, the researchers would have taken all of the names found above, and
cross‐referenced them with police records and medical records. This is where
the data search became illegal. Using insiders in the FBI, or in state police
agencies, the researchers would have looked for anything on the National
Crime Information Center (NCIC) database. Juicy prospects like Dr. Ford
probably had nothing there, and neither did any of Judge Kavanaugh's actual
friends, but that did not deter the conspirators. Next, in another equally illegal
move, the conspirators would have cross‐referenced medical records.
According to this news article ‐ ‐
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/feb/11/electronic‐medical‐
records‐government‐medicine‐101/
‐ ‐ there are approximately 35 Federal Agencies that have access to your
Medicare, Medicaid, and Obamacare patient records. ("Bingo").
(c.) In the illegal medical database search, Dr. Ford's name would have popped
up as someone who received psychiatric care. With this information in hand,
a Democrat "recruiter" would have been tasked with recruiting Dr. Ford,

coaching her, training her, creating "evidence", and then finally writing the
letter, and the rest is history.
If this scenario is in any way true, then you can expect the Democrats to
already have everything in place for future challenges to any proposed
nominee ever submitted by a Republican President.
(See attached Flow Chart file, (as found online) which describes
possible Criminal Associations.)

"Possible" Criminal Organizational Chart of Dr. Ford and the Democrats

Attorneys - - * Who Selected?
Michael Bromwich

"Big" Democrat Contributors...
* George Soros?
* The Clinton Foundation?
* The Usual Suspects on the Left?

* Who Paid?
Debra Katz

"Possible" Fake Poly Graph Test - * Who was the Examiner?
* Who selected the Examiner?
* Who paid for the Fake Polygraph Test?
** Can the FBI administer a Real Test??

External Professionals, Hired by the Democrats ? ? - * Do the Left Wingers have Private Investigators, who
pre-perform "Background Checks" on President
Trump's entire list of possible SCOTUS nominees?
* Do the investigators have "inside connections", who
illegally access Law Enforcement and Health Care
records, and search for anyone who can be recruited
and 'groomed', like they did with Dr. Ford?

Senator Feinstein, and
her Staff . . .

Dr. Christine Margaret Blasey Ford
* Recruited?
* Groomed?
* Duped?
* Trained?
* Coached?

Dr. Ford's Psycho-Therapists - -

* Suspicious Timing of
Release of Letter, and
other events?

* Allegedly, Dr. Ford's patient records,
including session notes, were kept on the
therapist's computer, and Dr. Ford and
her handlers had access to those records

* Money Trail? Email Records? Phone Records?
* Text Messages? Appointment Calendar?
* Who had access to her staff?
** Can We Get the FBI to Fully Investigate ?

* * Can the FBI forensically examine the
therapist's computer, and find all
versions of Dr. Ford's patient records?

Two (2) - Go Fund Me Accounts ! !
https://www.gofundme.com/help-christine-blasey-ford
https://www.gofundme.com/to-cover-dr-fords-security-costs
* Who thought this up?
* Who opened the accounts for Dr. Ford?
* Who manages those accounts?
* Who gets the money?
** Can the FBI freeze those accounts?

Voice Coaches? Acting Coaches?
* Who were the acting coaches ?
* Who were the voice coaches ?
** Who paid for Coaches and Handlers?

